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While the realization of scalable quantum computation will arguably require topological stabilization and,
with it, topological-hardware-aware quantum programming and topological-quantum circuit verification, the
proper combination of these strategies into dedicated topological quantum programming languages has not yet
received attention.

Here we describe a fundamental and natural scheme that we are developing, for typed functional (hence
verifiable) topological quantum programming which is topological-hardware aware – in that it natively
reflects the universal fine technical detail of topological q-bits, namely of symmetry-protected (or enhanced)
topologically ordered Laughlin-type anyon ground states in topological phases of quantum materials.

What makes this work is:
1. our recent result [66][65] that wavefunctions of realistic and technologically viable anyon species – namely

of 𝔰𝔲(2)-anyons such as the popular Majorana/Ising anyons but also of computationally universal Fibonacci
anyons – are reflected in the twisted equivariant differential (TED) K-cohomology of configuration spaces
of codimension=2 nodal defects in the host material’s crystallographic orbifold;

2. combined with our earlier observation [63][62][70] that such TED generalized cohomology theories on
orbifolds interpret intuitionistically-dependent linear data types in cohesive homotopy type theory (HoTT),
supporting a powerful modern form of modal quantum logic.
Not only should this emulation of anyonic topological hardware functionality via TED-K implemented in

cohesive HoTT make advanced formal software verification tools available for hardware-aware topological
quantum programming, but the constructive nature of type-checking a TED-K quantum program in cohesive
HoTT on a classical computer using existing software (such as Agda-♭) has the potential to amount at once to
classically simulating the intended quantum computation at the deep level of physical topological q-bits.

This wouldmake TED-K in cohesive HoTT an ideal software laboratory for topological quantum computation
on technologically viable types of topological q-bits, complete with ready compilation to topological quantum
circuits as soon as the hardware becomes available.

In this short note we give an exposition of the basic ideas, a quick review of the underlying results and a brief
indication of the basic language constructs for anyon braiding via TED-K in cohesiveHoTT. The language system
is under development at the Center for Quantum and Topological Systems at the Research Institute of NYU, Abu
Dhabi. For supplementary material to this announcement see: ncatlab.org/schreiber/show/TQCinTEDK.
CCS Concepts: • Theory of computation→ Quantum information theory; Quantum information theory;
• Software and its engineering → Functional languages; Functional languages; • Hardware → Quantum
error correction and fault tolerance.
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Need for topological quantum programming. The key [76] to making the idea of quantum
computation (e.g. [13][51]) a viable practical reality remains (e.g. [47]) the stabilization of quantum
circuits against noise and decoherence (fault-tolerance, e.g. [55][56][34]). This may conceivably
be done after the fact, via quantum error correction ([76], see [84][11]), but optimally such errors
would be avoided in the first place: The grand promise of topological quantum computation (TQC,
[39][30][50], review in [90]) is to utilize topological effects in the underlying quantum materials (see
[81][91][46][66]) to constrain the pathways along which quantum coherence can decay at all. It
may be argued [24]1 that topological protection is not an option but a necessity for realizing useful
quantum computation that deserves the name.
Since the principal hardware component of TQC – namely anyonic topological order in topo-

logical phases of quantum materials ([40][66]) – has recently been demonstrated in experiment
([12][49][45], notably in a promising novel reciprocal incarnation via band nodes in momentum
space [19][66, Rem. 3.9]), there seems to be no fundamental technical obstruction against the
eventual construction of TQC machines, ambitious as it may still be. Hence, while the engineers
are occupied with the task of constructing topological quantum hardware, theorists must become
serious about the upcoming practice of topological quantum programming.
Nature of topological quantum programming. Efficiency demands that a programming lan-
guage be hardware-aware, in that its design principles align with the functionality that the machine
offers. This has become common-place for available and near-future toy quantum computers (e.g.
[75][92]), but in view of the required topological quantum revolution it remains to ask:

How can a quantum programming language be aware of topological quantum hardware?
By this we mean that language structures reflect the established implementation paradigm for

topological quantum computation (see [66] for pointers), including:
(1.) topological q-bits encoded in topologically ordered ground states depending on given positions

of 𝔰𝔲2𝑘 -anyon defects at any admissible Chern-Simons level 𝑘 ,
(2.) quantum logic gates operating by adiabatic braiding of these positions.

But this question of topological-hardware awareness has not received much attention yet, apart for
the abstract question of compiling quantum programs from braid gate circuits ([15][38]).

We present a principal answer to this question by going to the very bottom of the concepts of:
(a) computation
(b) algebraic topology
(c) quantum physics

 in their guise of


(a) homotopy type theory [86]2
(b) generalized cohomology [83]
(c) charge quantization [29],

where we find a novel programming scheme which natively connects:
(1.) the mesoscopic physical principles of topologically ordered quantum states

[40][50]
(2.) the high-level language of quantum logic in the form of dependent linear type theory

[70][87][32][60][59].
TED K-theory for topological quantum programming. The connective tissue between these
concepts is ([66][65]) the cohesive generalized cohomology theory called ([63][67] following
[8][37]):

Twisted, equivariant, differential K-theory (henceforth TED-K-theory).
1“The q-bit systems we have today are a tremendous scientific achievement, but they take us no closer to having a quantum
computer that can solve a problem that anybody cares about. [. . . ] What is missing is the breakthrough [. . . ] bypassing quantum
error correction by using far-more-stable q-bits, in an approach called topological quantum computing.” [24].
2For further introduction to homotopy type theory see also [27][14]. For its semantics in ∞-topoi as originally envisioned
in [9, §3] – such as those considered in the references [62][63][66] to which we refer here – see [80], reviewed in [57].
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Namely, TED K-theory naturally and accurately reflects (we indicate in a moment how this works):
• the fundamental principles of topological quantum physics (as first highlighted in [31], see
[66, §1] for more), in fact of anyonic topologically ordered quantum ground states ([66, §2])

• in the mathematics of geometric [16] equivariant [85] stable [3] homotopy theory [82].
But there exists a programming language for synthetic constructions in this rich form of homotopy
theory, namely cohesive homotopy type theory [69][70][71][72][73][77][88][22][62][48][60][63][59];
see [17][89][78][62, p. 5-6] for exposition and further pointers.

This way, TED-K-theory is a natural topological quantum programming scheme when handled
appropriately: Its implementation in cohesive HoTT makes it a programming language construct,
and its reflection of anyonic topological quantum order then makes it a topological hardware-aware
quantum programming language (we illustrate this in a moment):
Programming platform: Library/Module: Hardware platform:

[70]
[60]

Cohesive Homotopy
Type Theory with

dependent linear types

TED-K-cohomology of
defect configurations in
crystallographic orbifolds

Anyonic quantum states
in topological phases
of quantum materials

Topological
quantum
circuits

implements

[62][63]

topological quantum programming

emulates
[66]

runs [39][30]
[50]

To put this in perspective, notice that existing quantum programming languages (surveyed
in [33]) are, at their core, formal languages for (the category of) linear algebra (as foreseen in
[54][1][74][2][25]), whose data types are linear types (such as Hilbert spaces) of quantum states
and whose algorithms are linear maps (unitary operators) between these: quantum circuits [23].

In topological refinement of this state of affairs, cohesive homotopy type theory is in particular
([69, §4.1][70][71][60]) a language (specifically: a functional language, like QML [7] or Quipper [36])
for linear homotopy theory traditionally known as stable homotopy theory, whose data types include
”linear homotopy types” known as spectra, a prominent example of which is the spectrum KU
representing topological K-theory (e.g. [5, §B.2]).

Traditional quantum programming TED-K in cohesive HoTT

Type theory
Linear type theory
(linear algebra)

Linear homotopy type theory
(stable homotopy theory)

Data types
Linear types

(vector spaces)
Linear homotopy types

(cohesive spectra)
Classical adiabatic

control
Dependent linear types

(vector bundles)
Dependent linear homotopy types
(cohesive parameterized spectra)

Unit of
information Q-bit in C Character in KU𝜏

𝐺
(−;C)

In fact, this subsumes dependent linear homotopy types [70][87][60][59], which encode twisted
generalized cohomology theories (see e.g. [35][29, §2.2]), such as TED-K-theory. Computationally,
the dependency and thus of linear data types on ordinary (i.e. “intuitionistic”) data types reflects
the controlling of quantum computation by classical computers (in the spirit of [53]), specifically the
adiabatic quantum computation (e.g. [6]) by “slow” variation of external parameters, of which anyon
braiding is an example (e.g. [30, pp. 6][50, p. 6][21][20]), to which we come back in a moment.
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The topological quantum trilogy. To appreciate how natural this enhanced programming scheme
actually is, notice that we may understand the passage from the left to the right column in the
above table as topologization followed by quantization of the classical computational trilogy (I below,
due to [44, §1] following [42], review in [26, §3]) which puts into mutual relation the theories of
(i) computation, (ii) type theory (iii) category theory:
• First (in II) the topological computational trilogy (see [79] with [62, pp. 5-6]) identifies:
(i) dependent/contextual computation, (ii) homotopy type-theory, and (iii) homotopy theory;

• and then (in III) the quantum computational trilogy identifies (i) classically-controlled quantum
computation, (ii) dependent linear homotopy type-theory, and (iii) algebraic topology.
Computation &

Programming Language

Category and
Topos Theory

Intuitionistic Logic
and Type Theory

topologize
↦−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

I. Classical computational trilogy
[44, §1][26, §3]

Contextual Computation
& Programming Language

Twisted Non-Abelian
Cohomology Theory

Homotopy
Type Theory

II. Topological computational trilogy
[79][62, pp. 5-6]

quantize
↦−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Classically Controlled
Quantum Computation

Twisted Generalized
Cohomology Theory

Linear Homotopy
Type Theory

III. Quantum computational trilogy
[10][70][69, §4.1]

In particular, topological q-bits in Hilbert spaces of anyon wavefunctions depending on the
classical position of the corresponding defects (vortices) constitute the dependent linear data type
which embody the anyon’s quantum states together with their adiabatic motion through topological
braid quantum gates (graphics taken form [66]):

Brillouin torus

w𝐼/̂

nodal point

time
braiding

T̂2

𝑘
𝐼

𝑘
𝐼

Some ground state for
fixed defect positions
𝑘1, 𝑘2, · · · at time 𝑡1

��𝜓 (𝑡1)〉 Berry phase u
nitary transfor

mation

= adiabati
c quantu

m gate

��𝜓 (𝑡2)〉
Another ground state for
fixed defect positions
𝑘1, 𝑘2, · · · at time 𝑡2

Notice how the full set of language features of dependent linear data types in cohesive homotopy
type theory is necessary and sufficient for faithfully capturing this state of affairs. We now close
this note by indicating3 the syntax of TED-K in cohesive HoTT which provides the programming
language reflection of such topological quantum gates. This is a research project at the Center for
Quantum and Topological Systems (CQTS), whose detailed results will be reported elsewhere.
3For details see the supplementary material avialable at: ncatlab.org/schreiber/show/TQCinTEDK#GMConAbs

https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/Center+for+Quantum+and+Topological+Systems
https://ncatlab.org/schreiber/show/Topological+Quantum+Computation+in+TED-K#GMConAbs
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The language TED-K. In cohesive homotopy type theory one has access to the data type R1 of
real numbers understood with its differential topology [77]. From this, one constructs data types
representing familiar objects in differential topology and analysis, such as separable complex Hilbert
spacesℋ, their projective unitary groups PU and their spaces of Fredholm operators Fred0C, etc.,
all understood with their respective (strong operator) topology (see [63, Ex. 1.3.19] for details and
further pointers).
This way, complex topological K-theory groups of any cohesive data type X are coded as the

type of cohesive homotopy classes of Fredholm-operator valued functions:
X : Type ⊢ KU

(
X
)
≡

�� S(X −→ Fred0C
) ��
0 : Type . (1)

Here “ S ” denotes the shape modality operator of cohesive HoTT and | − |0 denotes the 0-truncation
modality present already in plain HoTT (see [58]).
Moreover, the type of (self-adjoint odd-graded) Fredholm operators receives a canonical conju-

gation action by the (graded) projective unitary group PU and hence (by [52][18], see [63, Prop.
0.2.1]) occurs as the homotopy fiber of a dependent type Fred0C�PU over the delooping type BPU.
Regarding a function from any type X to BPU as a twist, we obtain the corresponding twisted
K-cohomology type as the 0-truncation of the shape of the dependent product of the function type:

X : Type; 𝜏 : X −→ BPU ⊢ KU𝜏
(
X
)
≡

���� S∏BPU

(
X −→ Fred0C�PU

)����
0
: Type (2)

If X itself here is not 0-truncated, then this is twisted orbifold K-theory. Specifically, if X ≃ X�𝐺
for a discrete group 𝐺 acting on a 0-truncated type X, then this is twisted 𝐺-equivariant K-theory.

By this we mean that under interpreting homotopy type theory into ∞-topoi (reviewed in [57]),
and here specifically into the cohesive ∞-topos of smooth ∞-groupoids ([69], consise details in
[29, Prop. A.56][63, §3.3.1]), the above types are identified with the twisted equivariant K-theory
groups found in the traditional literature ([8][43][4], see [63, Ex. 4.3.19]).
Topological quantum syntax. The key point now is this [66]: Taking the type X to be a configu-
ration space of points in the torus, then these twisted equivariant K-groups (2) naturally subsume
the (mass terms among) spaces of topologically ordered 𝔰𝔲(2)-anyonic ground states ([65, Thm.
2.18]), and they do so as linear types dependent on the classical/external/intuitionistic parameter of
anyonic defect positions:

Term of base type

{𝑘𝐼 }𝑁𝐼=1 : Conf
{1, · · · , 𝑁 }

(
T̂2

)
�𝐺

Defect anyon positions

⊢
entails dependent linear TED-K type��� S∏

BPU

(
Conf
{1, · · · , 𝑛}

(
T̂2 \ {𝑘𝐼 }𝑀𝐼=1

)
�𝐺 −→ Fred0C�PU

)���
0

parameterize Hilbert space of topologically ordered ground state wavefunctions

: Type (3)

This turns out to depend only on the cohesive shape S of the configuration space – which is
equivalently (the delooping of) the (toroidal) braid group (e.g. [41, §2.1][28, §8]):

Cohesive shape
of base type S

(
Conf

{1, · · · , 𝑁 }

(
T̂2

) )
≃ B

(
Br
T̂2
(𝑁 )

)
Delooping stack
of braid group . (4)

Therefore, the ambient univalent homotopy type theory now provides the operation of transport
([86, §2.3]) of the dependent type (3) along identities in the cohesive shape of its base type (4):
Term in identity type of base type

𝛾 :
(
(𝑘𝐼 )𝑁𝐼=1 =

SConf𝑁
(
T̂2

)
�𝐺

(𝑘𝐼 )𝑁𝐼=1
)

Braid of defect anyon worldlines

⊢

induces dependent type transport operation on TED-K types

𝑈 (𝛾) : KU𝜏
𝐺

(
Conf
{1, · · · , 𝑛}

(
T̂2 \ (𝑘𝐼 )𝑁𝐼=1

) )
induces unitary quantum gate operation on topological q-bits

−→ KU𝜏
𝐺

(
Conf
{1, · · · , 𝑛}

(
T̂2 \ (𝑘𝐼 )𝑁𝐼=1

) )
.

By the above discussion, this term denotes an operation of the braid group on the space of anyon
ground states and, as such, it encodes the desired braid quantum gates as indicated on p. 4.
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